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Abstract: We suggest a novel approach in all-optical trapping employing
a photophoretic force for manipulation of absorbing particles in open air.
We demonstrate experimentally the robust three-dimensional guiding, over
the distances of a few millimeters, of agglomerates of carbon nanoparticles
with the size spanned from 100 nm to 10 μm, as well as their acceleration
up to velocities of 1 cm/sec. We achieve stable positioning and guiding of
particles as well as simultaneous trapping of a large number of particles in a
dual beam optical trap created by two counter-propagating and co-rotating
optical vortex beams.
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1. Introduction

When a photon is absorbed by a small particle its momentum contributes towards radiation
pressure (RP) while its energy dissipates in heat. The RP forces [1, 2] are widely employed for
micromanipulation [3] of particles with laser beams. The pioneering experiments of Ashkin [1]
led to a broad range of applications of laser tweezers [4] spanning from trapping of colloidal
particles [5] and living cells [6, 7, 8] to manipulation of nanoparticles [9], single molecules [10],
and atoms [11]. However, the heating of absorbing particles by light [12, 13], in particular
in gaseous media [14], may lead to much stronger thermal or radiometric forces [15], thus
preventing direct use of RP forces and optical tweezers.

Optical tweezers. A major breakthrough by A. Ashkin [1] which allowed him to realize op-
tical trapping of micron sized particles, “in liquids and gas,” was to avoid radiometric effects
by “suspending relatively transparent particles in relatively transparent media”. Remarkably,
Ref. [1] suggests three main designs for optical trapping experiment, namely: a single-beam
trap, later developed [4] to utilize gradient force from a single strongly focused laser beam; a
dual beam trap, allowing three-dimensional trapping based on the balance of forces between
counter-propagating beams; and a bottle beam, subject of many recent publications. The ex-
cellent reviews cited above describe principles of operation of optical tweezers and probably
the most advanced are the biological applications of a single-beam gradient optical trap for
transparent particles suspended in liquids. Further developments of the techniques of shap-
ing laser light [16], e.g. with spatial light modulators, lead to the so-called holographic optical
tweezers [5, 17, 18] allowing simultaneous control over large number of particles. One of the
recent developments in this area is the utilization of the evanescent fields of plasmonic and
nano-structured surfaces to manipulate small particles [9, 19].

Trapping of transparent particles in gases, following original experiments on RP levitation
in air and vacuum [1, 20], was developed later to levitate in air glass spheres [21] and liquid
droplets [22, 23]. The dual beam horizontal optical trap has been used for trapping aerosol
glass spheres [24], droplets of water [25] and oil [26], as well as ice crystals [27]. It has been
implemented using optical fibers [28, 29, 30] and photonic crystal fibers [31]. Recent review
on manipulation of transparent aerosol particles with RP can be found in Ref. [14].

Trapping of absorbing particles in liquids [12] is similar to the RP trapping of the so-called
low-index transparent particles [32, 33] in the sense that both seek intensity minima, in contrast
to transparent particles with refractive index higher than that of surrounding medium. For low-
index particles the gradient force is repulsive, while for reflective (e.g. microscopic metallic)
or absorbing particles the attractive gradient force is small in comparison with repulsive forces
due to the direct transfer of the momentum from, correspondingly, scattered or absorbed pho-
tons. Note, however, that for subwavelength metal particles [34, 35] the attractive RP gradient
force can again dominate other forces, including thermal, because of the excitation of surface
creeping waves [35].
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Other mechanisms have been suggested for trapping of micro-particles repelled by intensity
maxima, namely a circularly scanning Gaussian beam [36] and the tube-like “doughnut” laser
TEM∗

01 mode [37] or Laguerre-Gaussian vortex beam [32, 38, 39, 40]. Optical vortex beam
carries intensity zero at the origin of a ring-shaped transverse intensity profile because of a
phase singularity and spatially twisted wave-front [41, 42], the later determines nonzero orbital
angular momentum of photons [43, 44]. Particles absorbing photons also absorb their optical
angular momentum: spin momentum from circularly polarized beams [45, 46, 47] and orbital
momentum from vortex beams [47, 48, 49]. Both types of angular momentum lead to the ef-
fective mechanical torque and rotation of absorbing particles (note that transparent birefringent
particles can be set into rotation by the circularly polarized beams only [50]). Different imple-
mentations of the vortex traps include use of azimuthally modulated vortices [51], multi-ring
Bessel beams [52], or doughnut modes of photonic crystal lasers [53]. Recent review can be
found in Ref. [16], in particular on trapping and rotating of particles with vortex beams.

The dissipation of absorbed photon energy leads to particle heating, but in liquids with high
thermal conductivity the radiometric forces are significantly diminished so that the transfer of
linear momentum from photons can be used for the RP trapping. However, if the laser power
exceeds some maximal value, e.g. one milli Watt for magnetic particles in water [40], the ra-
diometric effects may lead to boiling of surrounding liquid and bubble formation [12].

Trapping of absorbing particles in gases using optical tweezers is not possible because one
of the radiometric forces, namely the photophoretic force, always dominates RP [1].

Photophoresis. Photophoresis (PP) was discovered by F. Ehrenhaft [54] in the course of in-
vestigating the elementary electric charge. PP is defined as the light induced motion of micron-
sized particles in a gaseous medium; an overview of the early history of PP can be found in
Refs. [55, 56]. PP occurs when the surface of a particle in a gaseous medium is nonuniformly
heated by an incident light beam. Under such anisotropic heating, gas molecules rebound off
the surface with different velocities creating an integrated force on the particle. For the case of
a spherical particle, depending on whether the front or back surface is hotter, the particle will
move away (positive PP) or toward the light source (negative PP) [15]. The rough compari-
son [57] of RP force, Frp = P/c, exerted by a beam with power P, and the PP force, Fpp = P/3v,
for particles with zero thermal conductivity [58], shows that for air at room temperature the
later dominates by several orders of magnitude, Fpp/Frp = c/3v � 6×105, here c is the speed
of light and v is the gas molecular velocity.

The PP effect was shown to produce sufficient forces to balance out the gravitation and trap
particles around sun [59], as well as in atmosphere [58, 60, 61] (the so-called gravito-PP [62],
important for the solid state greenhouse effect [63]). It is an active area of research in planetary
sciences [64, 65] and, in particular, the experiments at the International Space Station, aiming
to simulate the aerosol behavior in Earth’s atmosphere and the formation of planets in the early
solar system, require optical traps for microparticle clouds in dilute gases [66].

In optics, since the early days of laser physics, the thermal forces acting on dust particles
where directly observed in laser cavities, e.g. in lasers operating with doughnut mode TEM∗

01,
or the optical vortex standing wave [67]. Different trajectories of particles were observed, in-
cluding reversal of motion, but “no stationary trapping inside the beam”. Similarly, instead of
all-optical trapping, other works are dealing with levitation [57] of absorbing micro-particles
utilizing a balance of the repulsive PP force by gravitation [68, 69, 70, 71]. In particular, the
dependance of the levitating PP force on gas pressure was studied for aerosol agglomerates of
carbon black particles [72], and the wavelength dependance of the PP force was used for the
so-called PP-spectroscopy [73, 74].

The repulsive PP force for highly absorbing particles should push particles along the laser
beam and out of the maximum. Thus the transverse trapping at the minimum of a mixture
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of Gaussian and a doughnut vortex beams [57] is expected but the stable levitation was also
observed with a nominally Gaussian beams [68, 69, 71]. The close examination of the non-
paraxial focal region (Airy rings) suggested [75] that the particles were still trapped at intensity
minima “being surrounded by regions of higher energy density and swirling energy flow”.
The complex pattern of the Poynting vector produces desirable trapping “potentials” for many
micron-size spheres at once and the distortion from one particle can create trap for another [71].

The radiometric levitation was demonstrated several years prior [72] to the first experiments
on RP trapping [1] but, to the best of our knowledge, the stable PP trapping and manipulation of
particles was not realized. First probable reason is that until now the atmospheric and planetary
sciences remain driving force for the research on PP and related laboratory experiments are
designed specifically to compensate gravitation [61] or simulate light from the star (Sun) with
a broad plane wave [76]. Second reason is that the time of thermalization across the particle is
sufficient for its stochastic motion along complex trajectories, “such as simple or coiled helices,
circles, oscillatory orbits, etc” [56], even with counter-propagating beams [77]. Nevertheless,
as we show below, the PP force can be specifically tailored to achieve predictable, reliable, and
easily controllable all-optical manipulation of absorbing aerosol particles.

Outline. We introduce a novel technique for PP trapping of clusters of absorbing carbon
nanoparticles in air as well as demonstrate their stable positioning and dynamical guiding along
the optical axis of two counter-propagating vortex beams. The experimental scheme is dis-
cussed in Sec. 2, together with observations of the transverse dynamics of trapped particles in
real time. Section 3 describes nanoclusters collected from the PP trap, their optical and ther-
mal properties, and provides an estimation of PP forces compared to much weaker RP and
gravitation forces. The static and dynamic guiding of particles are discussed in Sec. 4 and the
simultaneous trapping of a large number of particles is illustrated in Sec. 5. Concluding remarks
and relevance of our results to other fields of optics and physics are summarized in Sec. 6.

2. Dual vortex beam trap

Our aim is to build an all-optical setup for trapping and manipulating absorbing aerosol parti-
cles seeking intensity minimum of illuminating light. The key step forward that we make here
for realizing a fully three-dimensional trapping is the implementation of the horizontal dual
beam scheme [1] but with co-rotating counter-propagating vortex beams [78]. The longitudi-
nal on-axis confinement is achieved by a balance of the PP forces induced by two beams on
the opposite sides of a particle, while the transverse confinement by the bright intensity ring
compensates for gravity in the vertical plane.

2.1. Principle of operation

For a dual vortex trap shown schematically in Fig. 1, we take a particular care on the relative
direction of rotation that is defined by the the topological charge of two optical vortices. For
paraxial beams, the integer topological charge l determines the order of a phase dislocation of
the complex electric field [41, 42], E ∼ exp(ilϕ + ikzz), here kz is the wave-number and r and ϕ
are, correspondingly, the polar radius and the azimuth in the transverse plain. Each time when
the vortex beam is reflected, kz →−kz, the rotation direction remains unchanged, l → l, so that
vortex effectively reverses its topological charge [78], defined with respect to the propagation
direction z. In the schemes based on the Fabry-Perot interferometers with even number of reflec-
tors, the counter-propagating vortex beams E1 ∼ exp(il1ϕ + ikzz) and E2 ∼ exp(−il2ϕ − ikzz)
will have, therefore, opposite sense of rotation with topological charges l1 = l2 = l, and the
interference intensity pattern |E1 +E2|2 will be azimuthally modulated ∼ cos(2lϕ + 2kz). The
undesired intensity minima in the transverse intensity of composite trapping beam will allow
particles to escape and should be avoided. Therefore, we employ a scheme where a single vor-
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Fig. 1. Schematic of an optical trap with two counter-propagating and co-rotating vortex
beams shown by surfaces at their tube-like intensity maxima. The focal (gray) planes of
the froward (blue) and backward (red) beams are separated by the distance δ , for equal
powers of two beams the trapping position is in the middle between two planes. Particle
(green sphere) is subject to illumination from both sides, the geometry of the laser power
flow (arrows) is shown with the stream-tubes, the varying width of tubes is proportional to
the modulus of the Poynting vector.

tex beam is reflected odd number of times before allowing to counter-propagate itself, similar
to a shearing interferometer. The sense of rotation of the initial and reflected beam coincide in
this case, l2 = −l1, and azimuthal dependance exp(il1ϕ) is factorized in the expression of the
total field, thus the transverse intensity distribution remains radially symmetric, see Fig. 2(b).
It is also noteworthy that such constructive interference effectively doubles the optical angular
momentum [78], see the twisted power flow lines in Fig. 1.

2.2. Experimental setup

Our experimental setup is presented in Fig. 2. The linearly polarized Gaussian beam derived
from a cw laser source (Verdi V5, Coherent Inc., wavelength λ = 532 nm) passes through
diffraction fork-type hologram DH [39, 79] where it is transformed into a Laguerre-Gauss vor-
tex beam with the topological charge l = 1; the transverse intensity pattern of the beam is shown
in the inset (b). The beam diameter can be varied by a collimator based on two lenses, L1 and
L2. The half-wave plate WP1 adjusts polarization of the input vortex beam so that it passes
through the polarizing beam splitter BS1. The beam splitter serves as an injector of white light
from the source WL to monitor the transverse dynamics of particles trapped in the trapping area
C. The white light provides the background illumination for the images of the particles at the
CCD2 camera after passing the notch filter NF which cuts off the laser radiation.

The interferometer consists of tree reflectors - a notch filter NF reflecting the laser beam, a
mirror M, and a polarizing beam splitter cube BS2. The beam splitter BS2 divides the vortex
beam into the forward-propagating beam (blue arrows) and the backward-propagating beam
(red arrows). The forward beam passes through the lenses L3 and L4, reflects from the notch
filter NF and mirror M, and exits the ring trough BS2. The backward beam reflects from BS2
and the mirrors M and NF, enters the trapping area in the opposite direction and goes through
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup. (a) Dual beam vortex trap with movable lens L4 adjusting
the separation of focal planes δ . (b) The ring-like transverse intensity distribution of a
Laguerre-Gauss vortex beam. Setup elements: DH – diffraction hologram, L – lenses, DP
– diaphragm, WP – half-wave plates, BS – polarizing beam-splitters, WL – white light
source, M – mirror, C – trapping region, NF – notch filter.

L4, L3, to exit the interferometer reflecting from BS2. The scheme is designed so that both
beams have only a single round trip, thus preventing unwanted interference of the beams on
the following paths. The interferometer is formed with the odd number of reflectors so that the
axial symmetry of the intensity distribution is preserved for any polarization state of counter-
propagating beams. The particle trapping volume C is formed between the lenses L3 and L4
and the distance δ between their focal planes can be varied by moving lens L4, see the inset (a)
in Fig. 2. The imaging camera CCD1 collects the light scattered by the particles and monitors
the behavior of the trapped particles in the longitudinal direction.

The half-wave plate WP2 allows gradually change the tilt angle θ of the polarization of
the input optical vortex and thus to control the ratio ε = Pf /Pb of the powers of forward Pf

and backward Pb beams after the beam splitter BS2 with low extinction ratio 1:13. For full
characterization of this important parameter we measured the powers of both beams inside the
interferometer for two orthogonally polarized states, i.e., for θ = 0 and θ = π/4. Applying
Malus’ law we derive the expression

ε(θ) =
1
γ

α cos2 2θ +β sin2 2θ
1−α cos2 2θ −β sin2 2θ

, 0.093 ≤ ε ≤ 15.623, (1)

here α = 0.928 and β = 0.071 are the coefficients of transmission through BS2 for two or-
thogonal linear polarizations and γ = 0.825 is the transmission coefficient through the long
arm of the interferometer taking into account loses of the backward beam on the mirror M and
notch filter NF. The total working power P = Pf +Pb inside the interferometer is less than the
power Pin passing from the laser onto the beam-splitter cube BS1 because of loses γ < 1. It
can be calculated as P/Pin = γ +(1− γ)(α cos2 2θ + β sin2 2θ) and it varies slightly with θ ,
0.837 ≤ P/Pin ≤ 0.987.

2.3. Transverse dynamics of trapped particles

When a small amount of particles is released in air in the vicinity of the trapping region, we
observe fascinating scattering of many particles drawn towards the trap and competing for a
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Fig. 3. Photophoretic trap. (a) The side view of the setup with a particle trapped in air. A
halo of the scattered light makes particle visible to a naked eye. (b, c) The shade cast by a
trapped particle as seen on the optical axis on white-light background in (b) (Media 1) and
with superimposed vortex beam in (c)(Media 2).

stable position. The nanoclusters scatter sufficient amount of light to be visible by a naked
eye, as is seen in Fig. 3(a), while the temperature of the particle in the trap is well below the
activation temperature of 300◦C for graphite oxidation. Once being captured, a particle remains
stationary for many hours and the PP trapping is sufficiently robust to trap particles even when
the operating power is reduced below one milli Watt. The PP trap in Fig. 3(a) was formed using
lenses L3 and L4 with focal distance f = 60 mm, operating the laser power P = (1−10) mW,
and the vortex beam radius (waist) w = 8.4 μm.

We use a white-light source to monitor the transverse dynamics of trapped particles on the
CCD2 camera (see Fig. 2). Figure 3(b) and (Media 1) shows the dynamics of a shade cast by
a trapped particle on the white-light background with the notch filter NF blocking the laser
beam. In this experiment, we use the lenses L3 and L4 with focal distances f = 35 mm, the
vortex ring radius w = 4.1 μm, and operating power P = 1.44 mW. In Fig. 3(b) and (Media 2)
we modify the conditions of the trapping by decreasing gradually the operating power in real
time, from P = 30.6 mW in the beginning, when the laser light passing through the notch filter
NF is sufficient to visualize the vortex profile, as in Fig. 3(c), to P = 0.3 mW, when only a
white-light background remains visible in (Media 2). Stability of the trapping in the transverse
cross-section can be estimated from the fluctuations of the particle position in (Media 1) and
(Media 2); a typical value is within ±2 μm and it is improving (decreasing) with the increase
of the laser power P.

3. Carbon nanoclusters and photophoretic force

3.1. Properties of carbon nanoclusters

For the PP-based trapping in air we use “black” clusters of agglomerated carbon nanoparti-
cles [80] produced with high repetition-rate laser ablation technique [81]. To produce samples
for this study, the graphite targets were ablated in a vacuum chamber pumped to a base pres-
sure of 10−3 Torr and then filled with high-purity (99.995%) argon gas. Figure 4(a) shows a
TEM image of individual nanoparticles deposited on a holey carbon TEM grid located near the
ablated graphite target. The average size of individual nanoparticles range from 4 nm to 8 nm
depending on the buffer gas pressure, as seen in the inset in (a). The nanoparticles agglomerate
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Fig. 4. Electron micrographs of carbon nanoclusters produced by laser ablation and col-
lected from an optical trap. (a) TEM micrograph of single nanoparticles deposited on a
holey carbon TEM grid in the laser ablation chamber. The inset shows the nanoparticle size
distribution with the maximum at 6 nm; (b) SEM image of nanoparticle aggregates used in
the trapping experiments; (c,d) SEM images of carbon nanoclusters collected from the PP
trap. The vortex beam radius in these experiments was w = 8.4 μm.

into the so-called nanofoam due to a diffusion-limited aggregation process, see the SEM image
in Fig. 4(b); fragmented nanofoam is used in our experiments as a source of aerosol particles.
Carbon nanofoam is synthesized [82, 83, 84] using 40 W frequency doubled Nd:YVO4 laser
generating 12 ps pulses at wavelength λ = 532 nm with repetition rate 1.5 MHz. The laser in-
tensity on a target surface is ∼ 1012 W/cm2 with the corresponding fluence of up to 20 J cm−2.
The density of individual nanoparticles determined by the electron energy loss technique [83]
is in the range ρg = (1.65− 1.90) g cm−3, while the bulk density of the carbon nanofoam is
varied in the range ρ f = (2−20) mg cm−3, depending on the argon pressure [84].

One of the key parameters for the radiometric effects is the thermal conductivity of parti-
cles. To estimate it for carbon nanoclusters we assume that nanofoam consists of a mixture of
graphite nanospheres and air with a volume filling fraction η = (ρ f −ρa)/(ρc−ρa). Taking the
average density of the nanofoam ρ f = 10 mg cm−3 [83], of air ρa = 1.29 mg cm−3, and of a
nanoparticle ρg = 1.8 g cm−3, we obtain η = 4.84×10−3. Due to such low density we find, us-
ing the linearized Maxwell formula, k f � ka(1+3η), that the nanofoam thermal conductivity,
k f = 0.0266 W m−1 K−1, is mainly determined by that of air, ka = 0.0262 W m−1 K−1 [85].

The record low-bulk density and low-thermal conductivity makes agglomerates of carbon
nanoparticles a nearly ideal substance for the experiments with the PP trapping. Moreover, the
absorption of nanostructured carbon is high while reflectivity is extremely low [86, 87] which
makes such particles approach the properties of a black body. The SEM images of nanoclusters
collected on silicon wafers directly from the trap are presented in Fig. 4(c,d). Among many
collected particles of different shapes and sizes, in (c) we show one of the smallest, with the
linear size of the order of 100 nm, and in (d), one of the largest with the characteristic size of
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10 μm; both samples have been collected from the same trap with the vortex radius 8.4 μm.

3.2. Evaluation of optical forces in the trap

Calculation of the PP force is a complicated task, it involves solving the electrodynamic and
gas-kinetic equations self-consistently, taking into account thermophysical, optical, and accom-
modation properties of an aerosol particle [15, 88]. The important parameter [88, 89] that dis-
tinguishes two different physical situations is a ratio of the mean free path of the gas molecule
l to the characteristic size of the particle a or the Knudsen number K = l/a. In the so-called
free-molecule regime, for K > 1, the gas kinetic theory applies [58]. For low values of the
Knudsen number K < 1 the PP force is a result of the Maxwellian “thermal creep” of the gas
molecules along the temperature gradient on the particle surface [90], and the gas is modeled
as a continuous fluid medium with the boundary slip flow conditions [89].

The theory of the PP force has been developed for a spherical particle illuminated by a plane
wave. Therefore, we model a particle by a sphere with thermal and optical properties of the
nanofoam, typical radius a = 1 μm, and illuminated by a plane wave with characteristic in-
tensity I = 1 kW cm−2. First, we estimate the RP force due to the absorption of the photon
linear momentum, Frp = Pabs/c = 4× 10−15 N, here Pabs = 4πIa3/3l f = 1.2× 10−6 W is the
power absorbed by a particle. The absorption length l f = 35 μm is obtained from optical trans-
mission measurements of the carbon nanofoam films with thicknesses varying in the range
(70− 120)μm. The absorbtion efficiency of the particle, i.e. the ratio ξ = Pabs/Pin of the ab-
sorbed to the incoming power Pin = πa2I, is of the order of a few percent, ξ = 4a/3l f = 0.038.

For evaluation of the PP force we apply the limit of total accommodation and low Knudsen
number, K = l/a = 0.065, here l = 65 nm is the mean-free path of air molecules. The expression
for the PP force is given by (see, e.g., formula (34) in Ref. [88])

Fpp = −J1
9πμ2

a aI0

2ρaT (k f +2ka)
,

here the air viscosity μa = 1.73 × 10−5 Ns/m2 at room temperature. The important param-
eter which defines the sign and the magnitude of the PP force is an asymmetry factor J1;
for black body particles J1 = −0.5. Although the nanofoam skin-depth l f = 35 μm is larger
than typical nanocluster dimension, the thermal conductivity k f is very low (see above), thus
we can assume that the temperature changes on the particle surface are determined by the
illuminating intensity only, similar to the black body particles [87]. The factor J1, however,
also takes into account corresponding absorption efficiency ξ , thus we adopt the following
value: J1 = −ξ/2 = −2a/3l f . In these assumptions the Fpp force dominates RP force Frp

by four orders of magnitude, Fpp = 3× 10−11 N. For comparison, the gravitational force is
Fg = mg = 4.1× 10−16 N, here g = 9.81 m s−2 is the standard gravity and the particle mass
m = 4πρ f a3/3 = 4.2×10−14 g.

The magnitude and direction of the PP force depend on the size of the individual particle as
well as the surface properties. First, the surface temperature depends not only on the distribution
of heat sources (absorption centers) within the particle, but also on a complex shape which
enters into the boundary conditions of the heat conduction. Second is that an additional surface
creep effect may play a role if the accommodation of the gas molecules on particle surface
varies; the direction of the flow is from the side of higher to the side of lower accommodation
coefficient. Both these effects might only increase PP force [70, 76]. Therefore, our estimation
of the PP force above is sufficiently conservative.
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Fig. 5. Static guiding of particles in air. The position Z of a trapped particle measured as
a function of the polarizer angle θ in (a) and with higher magnification in (b). Vertical
bars measure the spot size of the recorded particle images such as those superimposed in
(c)(Media 3); corresponding data points are marked in (b) with arrows.

4. Optical manipulation experiments

Optical guiding of the trapped particles along an optical axis is achieved by varying the tilt
angle θ of the half-wave plate (see Sec. 2), and thus changing the power ratio ε(θ) = Pf /Pb of
the forward (Pf ) and backward (Pb) vortex components. Imbalance of the powers illuminating a
particle from both the sides shifts the trapping position towards the beam with the lower power.
Below we demonstrate static guiding, i.e. the ability to pinpoint trapped micro-particle in a
stable position anywhere within one-millimeter distance on the optical axis. In addition, we
demonstrate dynamic guiding of trapped particles by periodically bouncing them forward and
backward in real time between two limiting positions separated by more than two millimeters.

4.1. Static guiding

The images of radiation scattered by trapped particles in the direction perpendicular to the
optical axis are presented in Fig. 5. We realize a static trapping for each tilt θ changed by the
steps of 2◦. The focal planes are separated by δ = 2 mm and we could stably pinpoint the
particle anywhere on the axis of the beam within the distance of about 1 mm, see Fig. 5(a). We
also notice that the particle does not return to the same position for a given θ . In the similar
experiments but with the maximum magnification of our imaging system [Figs. 5(b,c)] the
half-wave plate is turned three times about one of the extrema points, indicated in Fig. 5(a)
by a dashed rectangle. The deviation of the trapping position Z versus θ reaches the values
up to 200 μm, greatly exceeding the position uncertainty for a stationary particle. The later is
determined as the recorded spot size ∼ 10−20 μm in Fig. 5(c) and indicated by vertical bars in
Figs. 5(a,b). Although the trapped particle undergoes Brownian motion, we rule out instability
of trapping because we never observe a trapped particle to change its position spontaneously.
The most plausible explanation for the observed hysteresis-type behavior is the presence of
additional multiple traps produced by a rather large distortion in the shape of the vortex beams
and misalignment of their axes.

Nevertheless, it is always possible to position the particle, by appropriately adjusting ε(θ),
with a precision limited only by the resolution of our imaging system. In the stationary position
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Fig. 6. Dynamic guiding of particles in air (Media 4). Positions of two particles simultane-
ously bouncing between two extrema points of the trap vs. time are shown in (a); black bars
correspond to the on-the-fly tracks overlapping for both particles, such as nine consecutive
tracks superimposed in (b). Blue and red bars in (a) measure two tracks of separated parti-
cles, such as those shown in the snapshot of (c) at t = 23 s. Arrows in (b) and (c) indicate
the directions of propagation.

the typical real time dynamics of the light scattered off-axis is that of a speckle field, it is
presented in (Media 3) as seen at CCD1 camera, and it corresponds to the images in Fig. 5(c);
each image is taken from a sequence similar to that shown in the video but at different axial
locations of the trap. In this experiment, the focal distances of the lenses L1 and L2, f = 60 mm,
the vortex ring radius 8.4 μm, and power Pin = 1.6 mW.

4.2. Dynamic guiding

To test the dynamic stability of the PP trapping, we perform hand-on experiments on the con-
tinuous movement of particles recording on-the-fly tracks with exposition 40 ms. A half-wave
plate is rotated changing ε(θ) periodically so that the particles are bouncing back and forward
many times over the distance exceeding 2 mm and reaching the velocities up to 1 cm/s (here
the inter-focal distance is δ = 7.4 mm and other parameters as for static guiding above). The
results are presented in Figs. 6 (Media 4); we notice that the particle dynamics is somewhat
similar to a ping-pong ball. The position Z versus real time in (a) is determined as the length
of the tracks (vertical bars) recorded with finite exposition time. In this particular experiment
we have two particles trapped simultaneously but they are visibly separated only when mov-
ing in one direction, from the right to left, as shown in the snapshot in (c). At any moment of
this experiment the rotation could be stopped and the particles stop and become indistinguish-
able. Similarly, it is impossible to distinguish two particles when their tracks overlap on the
flight from the left to right in (b). The asymmetry between two-way motions indicates that the
recorded particles have different sizes (masses) but retain their relative positions on the axis,
namely smaller and lighter particle, on the left, and larger and heavier particle, on the right. The
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Fig. 7. Multiple PP trap with tilted beams. (a) Volume plot of the longitudinal cut through
the total intensity calculated for two counter-propagating Laguerre-Gaussian beams LG12
tilted in the vertical direction by 0.02 rad. The yellow surfaces cut out the regions of small
intensity where particles can be trapped. (b)(Media 5) The side view and (c)(Media 6) the
front view of several particles simultaneously trapped with tilted beams.

later would accelerate slower and delay on the flight to the left.

5. Multiple particle trapping

The observations above suggest that the PP trap can be employed for simultaneous trapping
of many particles. To elucidate this possibility we consider more complex multi-ring vortices
created by the Laguerre-Gaussian beams LGln, where the integer index n indicates, in addition
to the beam topological charge l, the number of radial nodes (dark rings) in the transverse
intensity distribution. Calculating the total intensity of the superposition of such co-rotating
counter-propagating vortices we also assume a small relative tilt of their optical axes. This tilt
results in a complex light pattern with multiple minima shown in Fig. 7(a). Experimental results
are presented in Figs. 7(b,c); the parameters of the setup and operating power as the same as
in (Media 1). In contrast to a single trap, the particles interact strongly in a multiple trap as
seen in (Media 5); the dynamics of particles suggests an analogy with a “spider-web” for flying
particles. Figure 7(c) and (Media 6) demonstrate several particles trapped simultaneously as
seen on-axis CCD2 camera, similar to (Media 1) and (Media 2). During the playback, the focal
plane of the imaging lens is shifted along the optical axis so that it effectively scans the multiple
traps and allows visualizing several particles.

We estimate that the number of trapped particles seen in Fig. 7 is about one hundred. Com-
bining several such beams or employing holographic technique [3] it is possible to create a
“web” of vortex traps in a significant volume trapping a large number of particles [91].
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6. Conclusions

In summary, our proof-of-principle experiments utilize the PP force for trapping and transport-
ing absorbing particles in gases. The access to optical forces exceeding the RP force by several
orders of magnitude opens novel perspectives for reliable manipulation of particles. Our pro-
jections show that an up-scaling of an optical beam size will allow larger particles to be trapped
and transported over longer distances, keeping trapping powers as low as few milli-Watts. Al-
teration of physical properties of airborne particles is minimal in our trap because only a small
fraction of the operating power is absorbed at the vortex core where the intensity vanishes.
Therefore, the particles agglomerated and collected in the non-contact and remote trap can be
further investigated in terms of their chemical activity, composition, and purity as compared to
a bulk. The ability of remote and non-contact volume localization of air-born nanoclusters with
optical vortices may find wide applications in engineering and control equipment for manufac-
turing and micro-assembly processes [92]. Our approach and results can be important for other
fields, such as interstellar dusty plasmas and atmospheric physics.
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